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In this paper, we show how the two-particle Green function can be obtained within the framework of the
dual fermion approach. This facilitates the calculation of the susceptibility in strongly correlated systems where
long-ranged nonlocal correlations cannot be neglected. We formulate the Bethe–Salpeter equations for the full
vertex in the particle-particle and particle-hole channels and introduce an approximation for practical calcula-
tions. The scheme is applied to the two-dimensional Hubbard model at half-filling. The spin-spin susceptibility
is found to strongly increase for the wave vector q= �� ,��, which indicates the antiferromagnetic instability.
We find a suppression of the critical temperature compared to the mean-field result due to the incorporation of
the nonlocal spin fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strongly correlated electron systems exhibit some of the
most intriguing features known to condensed matter physics,
including high-temperature superconductivity, heavy-
fermion behavior, different kinds of electronic phase transi-
tions, etc.1–5 In most of the cases, a conventional band
theory6,7 is not sufficient to describe these properties. Essen-
tially, a many-body treatment is necessary, correlation effects
being too strong to be described by the standard perturbation
theory. Due to the complexity of this problem, the physics of
strongly correlated systems has proven to be theoretically
challenging. One of the successful routes to the description
of strongly correlated systems is the dynamical mean-field
theory �DMFT�.8,9 It is commonly accepted now that this
approach typically catches the most essential correlation ef-
fects, e.g., the physics of the Mott–Hubbard transition.8,9 The
method was successfully implemented into realistic elec-
tronic structure calculations,10,11 which is now a standard
tool in the microscopic theory of strongly correlated
systems.12 However, there are many phenomena for which
nonlocal correlations are important and often the relevant
correlations are even long ranged. Among them are the
Luttinger-liquid formation in low-dimensional systems,3,13

non-Fermi-liquid behavior due to Van Hove singularities in
two dimensions,14,15 the physics near quantum critical
points,16 or d-wave pairing in high-Tc superconductors.4

The requirement to incorporate spatial correlations of
strongly correlated fermions into present theories has trig-
gered several efforts to go beyond DMFT. In the dynamical
vertex approximation17 and similar approaches,18,19 a dia-
grammatic expansion around the DMFT solution is per-
formed. In Ref. 17, the authors introduced a scheme based on
the assumption of the locality of the fully irreducible vertex
of the lattice problem. In the framework of their approxima-
tion, this vertex is extracted from the Anderson impurity
model. The reducible vertex can be obtained from the par-
quet equations, which is subsequently used to calculate the
nonlocal self-energy. The Green function is updated and the

parquet equations are solved again until self-consistency is
reached. In the work cited above, a simplified version of this
algorithm was implemented, where instead of the parquet
equations the Bethe–Salpeter equation �BSE� in a particular
channel was solved without performing a self-consistent cal-
culation. Hence, this approach does not go beyond the usual
DMFT approximation for calculating the two-particle Green
functions �2PGFs�. Practically, to go well beyond DMFT
within this approach, the parquet equations, which form a
complicated system of coupled integral equations, need to be
solved repeatedly, which requires a sizable numerical effort.

A principally new scheme with a fully renormalized ex-
pansion called dual fermion �DF� approach has been pro-
posed recently.20 It is based on the introduction of new vari-
ables in the path integral representation. This approach yields
very satisfactory results already for the lowest-order correc-
tions, while the schemes proposed in Refs. 17–19 operate
with infinite diagrammatic series and require the solution of
complicated integral equations. A scheme similar to the dual
fermion approach has been discussed earlier in terms of Hub-
bard operators,21 but has not been used for practical calcula-
tions.

In many cases, it is desirable to calculate the 2PGF, which
provides insight into the inter-particle interactions and two-
particle excitations of the system and corresponding insta-
bilities. In the framework of DMFT, the 2PGFs are usually
calculated under the assumption that the irreducible vertex
part in a given channel is local and it is taken to be equal to
the corresponding irreducible vertex of the impurity prob-
lem. This assumption is empirical and does not hold in the
general case.22

In this paper, we describe how to perform calculations of
the 2PGF within the dual fermion approach. We will show
that already a simple ladder approximation gives very rea-
sonable results for the Hubbard model at half-filling, for ex-
ample, a reduction of the critical temperature of the antifer-
romagnetic instability compared to the DMFT result is
obtained already in the framework of the single-site calcula-
tions. It occurs at the Néel temperature, which is in agree-
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ment with quantum Monte Carlo results23 for the same pa-
rameters. It is remarkable that to obtain these results it is
sufficient to take the bare dual fermion vertex as the irreduc-
ible vertex in the Bethe–Salpeter equations and only the
lowest-order diagram for the dual self-energy. Such effec-
tiveness is achieved by transforming the original interacting
problem to so-called dual fermion variables. By this, we are
able to include the local contribution to the self-energy into a
bare propagator of the dual fermions and achieve a much
faster convergence of the perturbation series. The outcome of
the scheme is the 2PGF in the original variables restored
from the dual 2PGF with the help of an exact relation.24

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we review
the dual fermion formalism in the general multiband formu-
lation. Section III gives a general overview of the exact
equations for the 2PGFs in different channels. We then dis-
cuss various possible approximations, which should be used
for different purposes. We further derive the exact relation
between 2PGFs in the dual and original variables. Section IV
is devoted to the application of the approach to the two-
dimensional �2D� Hubbard model at half-filling and to the
discussion of those results. In Sec. V, we give the conclu-
sions and summary.

II. DUAL FERMION FORMALISM

The goal is to find an �approximate� solution to the gen-
eral multiband problem described by the imaginary time ac-
tion

S�c*,c� = − �
�k�mm�

c
�k�m
*

„�i� + ��1 − hk�…mm�c�k�m�

+ �
i

Hint�ci
*,ci� . �1�

Here, hk� is the one-electron part of the Hamiltonian, �n
= �2n+1�� /� ,n=0, �1, . . . are the Matsubara frequencies, �
and � are the inverse temperature and chemical potential,
respectively, �= ↑ ,↓ labels the spin projection, m and m� are
orbital indices, and c* and c are Grassmann variables. The
index i labels the lattice sites and the k vectors are quasimo-
menta. For applications, it is important to note that Hint can
be any type of interaction. The only requirement is that it is
local within the multiorbital atom or cluster. Consider, for
example, the general Coulomb interaction

Hint�ci
*,ci� =

1

4
�

0

�

d�U1234ci1
* c

i2
* ci4ci3, �2�

where U is the general symmetrized Coulomb vertex and,
e.g., 1���1m1�1	 comprehends frequency, orbital, and spin
degrees of freedom and summation over these states is im-
plied.

The idea of the dual fermion approach is to reformulate
the lattice problem in terms of noninteracting impurities with
their interaction replaced by a coupling to auxiliary, so-called
dual fermions.

As in the DMFT, we therefore introduce a local impurity
problem in the form

Simp�c*,c� = − �
��mm�

c
��m
*

„�i� + ��1 − 	��…mm�c��m�

+ Hint�c*,c� , �3�

where 	 is an as yet unspecified hybridization matrix de-
scribing the interaction of the impurity cluster with an elec-
tronic bath.

Since we anticipate the decoupling of the interacting sites,
we employ the locality of 	 to formally rewrite the original
lattice problem in the following form:

S�c*,c� = �
i

Simp�c�i�m
* ,c�i�m�

− �
�k�mm�

c
�k�m
* �	�� − hk��mm�c�k�m�. �4�

We introduce spinors c�k�= �. . . ,c�k�m , . . . � and c
�k�
*

= �. . . ,c
�k�m
* , . . . �. Omitting indices, the dual fermions are in-

troduced via a Gaussian identity, which in matrix-vector no-
tation reads

� exp�− f*Âf − f*B̂c − c*B̂f�D�f*,f�

= det�Â�exp�c*B̂Â−1B̂c� . �5�

This identity is valid for arbitrary complex matrices Â and B̂.
Choosing

A = g��
−1 �	�� − hk��−1g��

−1 ,

B = g��
−1 , �6�

where g�� is the Green function matrix of the local impurity
problem in orbital space �m ,m��, we obtain

S�c*,c,f*,f� = �
i

Ssite,i + �
�k�

�f
�k�
* g��

−1 �	�� − hk��−1g��
−1 f�k�� .

�7�

Hence, the coupling between sites is transferred to a cou-
pling to the auxiliary fermions:

Ssite,i = Simp�ci
*,ci� + f

�i�
* g��

−1 c�i� + c
�i�
* g��

−1 f�i�. �8�

Note that since g�� is local and the last term appears under a
sum over all states labeled by k, the summation can be re-
placed by the equivalent summation over all sites.

By transferring the intersite coupling to auxiliary fermi-
ons, only local degrees of freedom of the original fermions
remain, so that we are able to integrate out the lattice fermi-
ons for each site separately,

� exp�− Ssite�ci
*,ci,fi

*,fi��D�c
i
*,ci�

= Zimpe
−�
��f

�i�
* g��

−1 f�i�+Vi�fi
*,fi��. �9�

Formally, this can be done up to all orders and in this sense
the transformation to the dual fermions is exact. The above
equation may be viewed as the defining equation for the dual
potential V�f* , f�. Expanding both sides of Eq. �9� and equat-
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ing the resulting expressions by order, one finds that the dual
potential in lowest-order approximation is given by

V�f*,f� =
1

4�
i

�1234
�4� f

i1
* f

i2
* fi4fi3 + ¯ , �10�

where

�1234
�4� = g11�

−1 g22�
−1 ��1�2�3�4�

imp − �1�2�3�4�
imp,0 �g3�3

−1 g4�4
−1 ,

�1234
imp,0 = g14g23 − g13g24 �11�

is the exact four-point reducible vertex for the original fer-
mions, which plays the role of the bare effective two-particle
interaction for the dual fermions. The local two-particle
Green function of the impurity model is defined as

�1234
imp =

1

Zimp
� c1c2c3

*c4
* exp�− Simp�c*,c��D�c*,c� .

�12�

The dual action now depends on dual variables only and can
be written as

Sd�f*,f� = − �
�k�

f
�k�
* �G�k�

d,0 �−1f�k� + �
i

V�f
i
*,fi� . �13�

The bare dual Green function is given by

G�k�
d,0 = − g���g�� + �	�� − hk��−1�−1g��. �14�

As we shall see below, for a properly chosen 	, the
DMFT result is already recovered within the simplest �zero-
order� approximation for the dual potential V. In order to
obtain the nonlocal corrections to the DMFT, we thus need to
calculate the dual self-energy up to higher orders in V. This
is achieved by performing a regular diagrammatic series ex-
pansion of the dual action, Eq. �13�.

We note that the only approximation is that in practice the
perturbation series expansion and the series for the dual po-
tential need to be terminated at some point. Here, we con-
sider the first two lowest-order skeleton diagrams for 
d,
constructed from the irreducible vertices and the dual Green
function as lines. The use of skeleton diagrams ensures that
the resulting theory is conserving according to the Baym–
Kadanoff criterion.20,25 The diagrams considered here are
shown in Fig. 1. The lowest-order diagram is local while the
next diagram already gives a nonlocal contribution to the
self-energy.

So far, we have not established a condition for 	, which
was so far an arbitrary quantity. We require that the first
diagram �Fig. 1�a�� in the expansion of the dual self-energy

should be equal to zero at all frequencies. Since ��4� is local,
we can use the condition �kGk�

d =0. In the simplest approxi-
mation, which corresponds to noninteracting dual fermions,
the full dual Green function is replaced by the corresponding
bare Green function and the above condition can be reduced
to

�
k

�g�� + �	�� − hk��−1�−1 = 0, �15�

which is equivalent to the self-consistency condition for the
hybridization function in DMFT.

Thus, the case of noninteracting dual fermions corre-
sponds to the full DMFT result for the original fermions. In
order to go beyond DMFT, it is sufficient to include a finite
number of nonvanishing skeleton dual diagrams. In this pa-
per, all calculations are performed using only the lowest-
order nonvanishing skeleton diagram shown in Fig. 1�b�. We
postpone the explanation of the resulting numerical calcula-
tion procedure to Sec. IV.

The fact that we have employed an exact identity to trans-
form to the dual variables has the important consequence that
we can establish an exact relation between the lattice Green
function and the dual Green function. This is important to
obtain the Green functions for the original fermions without
loss of information. We will further use this fact to establish
the relation between original and dual 2PGFs. To this end,
the partition function of the lattice is written in the two
equivalent forms

Z =� exp�− S�c*,c��D�c*,c�

= Zf � � exp�− S�c*,c,f*,f��D�f*,f�D�c*,c� , �16�

where

Zf = 

�k�

det�g���	�� − hk��g��� . �17�

In the following, we introduce the quantities

L�k� = �	�� − hk��−1g��
−1 �18�

and

R�k� = g��
−1 �	�� − hk��−1, �19�

which are matrices in orbital space. By taking the functional
derivative of the partition function, Eq. �16�, with respect to
the Hamiltonian, the exact relation between the dual and lat-
tice Green functions can now conveniently be written

G�k� = �	�� − hk��−1 + L�k�G�k�
d R�k�, �20�

where the Green functions are defined via the imaginary time
path integral as

G12 = −
1

Z
� c1c2

* exp�− S�c*,c��D�c*,c� ,

G12
d = −

Zf

Z
� f1f2

* exp�− S�f*,f��D�f*,f� . �21�

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. The first two lowest-order diagrams for the dual self-
energy 
d.
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III. TWO-PARTICLE GREEN FUNCTION

A. Relation between two-particle Green functions in the
original and dual variables

Analogously to the single-particle Green function, the
connection between the original and dual 2PGFs can be es-
tablished by taking the second derivative with respect to h�

of the partition function Z expressed in two different ways:
Eq. �16�. Here and further, the small Greek letters denote the
set �� ,k ,� ,m	 and the summation over repeated indices is
implied. The 2PGFs are defined in a similar way as in Eq.
�12�,

���� =
1

Z
� c�c�c


*c

�
* exp�− S�c*,c��D�c*,c� , �22�

����
d =

Zf

Z
� f�f�f


*f

�
* exp�− Sd�f*,f��D�f*,f� . �23�

Varying the first expression for Z yields by definition

1

Z

�2Z

�h���h�

= ����. �24�

The most illustrative way to vary the second expression for Z
from Eq. �16� is to write

1

Z

�2Z

�h���h�

=
1

Z

�

�h��
� �Z

�h�
� = −

1

Z

�

�h��

�ZG�� .

In the last expression, we should use Eq. �20� for G under-
standing it as being diagonal in frequency, momenta, and
spin indices. From these two expressions, we further obtain
����=G��G�−

�G�

�h��
. Using the identity

dA��
−1 �x�
dx

= − A��
−1 dA��

dx
A��

−1

for the derivative of an inverse matrix with respect to a pa-
rameter and Eq. �20�, we can rewrite the functional deriva-
tive of G as

�G�

�h��

= �	 − h��
−1�	 − h���

−1 + L���

�G���
d

�h��

R��	

− h��
−1�LGdR��� + �LGdR���	 − h���

−1 . �25�

The derivative in the last term in Eq. �25� is evaluated
using the definition of the dual Green function, Eq. �21�, and
the identity

�

�h��
� Z

Zf
� = − L���

Z

Zf
G����

d R���. �26�

Thus,

�G���
d

�h��

= L����G����
d G���

d − ��������
d �R���. �27�

Using Eq. �27� in Eq. �25�, we obtain the final result

���� = ��	 − h�−1
� �	 − h�−1���� + ��	 − h�−1

� �LGdR����� + ��LGdR� � �	 − h�−1����

+ L���L�����������
d R�R���, �28�

where �A � B�����A��B�−A�B�� is the antisymmetrized
direct matrix product.

The formula �28� can be �symbolically� rewritten as

� − G � G = LL��d − Gd
� Gd�RR , �29�

which shows quite clearly that the two-particle excitations in
the original and dual variables are identical.

B. Bethe–Salpeter equations for dual fermions

As is clearly seen from the end of Sec. III A, the problem
of calculating the 2PGF in the original variables reduces to
the problem of calculating it for the dual fermions. In this
section, we review the standard Bethe–Salpeter equation ap-
proach to this problem and justify the approximations we use
in the calculations; the details of the latter will be given in
Sec. IV.

In what follows, we denote the 2PGF as � and the vertices
as �. Different sub- and superscripts will be used to distin-
guish between different channels and types of vertices. Small
Greek letters stand for the set � ,k ,m �or with appropriate
changes �→� and/or k→x if the calculations are done in
imaginary time or real space�; spin will be taken into account
explicitly. We also omit the index d for “dual” unless it is
necessary for the sake of clarity. Otherwise, all quantities
used are dual by default.

The full vertex � is defined by

����
��� = G���

� G���
�� ��������

��� G�
�� G���

� + G��
� G�

�� − G�
� G��

������.

�30�

For this vertex, one can write the following three different
Bethe–Salpeter equations:

����
��� = ����

pp,���,ir + ��������
pp,���,irG����

� G���
�� �����

��� , �31�

����
��̄ = ����

ph1,��̄,ir − �����
ph1,�,�̄,irG����

� G���
�̄

�������
��̄ , �32�

����
��� = ����

ph0,���,ir − �������
ph0,���,irG���

�� G����
�� �����

���� , �33�

where �̄ denotes −� and �ª1− 1
2����. These equations are

written in different channels. The first one in the particle-
particle channel and the latter two in the particle-hole chan-
nel. The two ph channels differ from each other by the total
spin �0,1� of the scattered particle-hole pair. �ir stands for the
irreducible vertex in the corresponding channel.

Obviously, the problem of calculating � is numerically
solvable if �ir is known. The simplest possible approxima-
tion for any irreducible vertex is the bare four-point interac-
tion of dual fermions, i.e., ��4�. In this paper, we will not go
beyond this approximation for practical calculations. Substi-
tuting it into Eqs. �32� and �33�, we obtain approximations
for the exact vertex � in the respective channel as follows:
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����
pp,��� = ����

�4���� + ��������
�4���� G����

� G���
�� �����

pp,���, �34�

����
ph1,��̄ = ����

�4���̄ − �����
�4���̄ G����

� G���
�̄

�������
ph1,��̄ , �35�

����
ph0,��� = ����

�4���� − �������
�4����G���

�� G����
�� �����

ph0,����. �36�

We expect this approximation to capture the essential fea-
tures of the problem if the channel is chosen properly. In-
deed, as can be seen from the previous works on dual fermi-
ons, the results for the Green function turn out to be
qualitatively correct already in the lowest order in �; this
means that � is a good small parameter in the problem. Our
expectations are justified by numerical calculations for the
2D Hubbard model at half-filling in Sec. IV. It is worth men-
tioning here that we do not expect this simple approximation
to give quantitatively correct results for superconductivity, as
the spin-spin correlations are known to be of high impor-
tance for the d-wave superconductivity of the Hubbard
model. In order to approach this problem, first the vertex in
the ph channel should be calculated and the result should be
used as an approximation for the irreducible vertex in the pp
channel. This work is in progress now.

We also want to comment on the standard DMFT ap-
proach for calculating the 2PGFs. As has been mentioned
before, the DMFT result for Green function is reproduced
from the dual fermion approach if the bare dual Green func-
tions are used. On the other hand, if such an attempt is made
for the 2PGF, i.e., the bare dual Green functions and the bare
dual four-point vertex � are inserted in Eq. �28�, we do not
reproduce the DMFT result. Instead, what we obtain is

� − GD
� GD = LL�Gd,0Gd,0��4�Gd,0Gd,0�RR , �37�

where GD= (g−1+ �	−h�)−1 is the DMFT lattice Green func-
tion. Using the relation �	−h�−1g−1Gd,0=−GD �which can be
proven by straightforward calculation� leads to

� − GD
� GD = GDGD��4�GDGD. �38�

In the last expression, ��4�—being the full vertex of the
Anderson impurity model—can be symbolically written in
form of a Bethe–Salpeter equation

��4� = �ir + �irgg��4�. �39�

Here, if we replace the local Green functions g in the ladder
by GD, we immediately restore the conventional result for
the 2PGF in DMFT approach: �=�0+�0�ir� with �0=GD

� GD. However, this substitution can only be done “by hand”
and as is obvious from the structure of the dual diagrams
cannot be automatically reproduced at any order of the per-
turbation theory. This is an indication that the conventional
way to calculate the 2PGF is not �-derivable and does not
constitute a systematic way to calculate the k-dependent ver-
tex function. This drawback is excluded in our approach.
However, the DMFT approach still works reasonably. One
can see that by noticing that g=GD−Gd,0 �derived straight-
forwardly�: the local part of Gd,0 vanishes by construction
and the nonlocal part is generally small. Thus, one can say
that the DMFT approach to calculating the 2PGF corre-
sponds to considering the first nontrivial diagram for the dual

2PGF with a small change of a part of the internal Green
functions of the vertex.

Finally, we would like to mention that apart from ��4� also
higher cumulants are present in the dual fermion approach.
We do not expect them to be important for calculating the
2PGF and do not take them into account in this paper. How-
ever, the six-point vertex ��6�, which plays the role of the
effective three-particle interaction for the dual variables, can
turn out to be of crucial importance for nonlinear optics cal-
culations.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL
HUBBARD MODEL

Let us now turn to the Hubbard model. The 2D Hubbard
model is described by the Hamiltonian

H = − �
ij�

tijci�
† cj� + U�

i

ni↑ni↓, �40�

with the bare dispersion relation given by hk=−2t�cos kx
+cos ky�. In the following, the energy scale is fixed by setting
the nearest-neighbor hopping tij = t=1. In this study, we re-
strict ourselves to the case of half-filling and postpone the
case of finite doping including an analysis of the supercon-
ducting instability to a later publication.

It is known that at low temperatures, strong antiferromag-
netic correlations develop in the 2D Hubbard model at half-
filling. This is due to the perfect nesting of the Fermi surface.
Rigorously speaking, a transition to a long-range ordered
state at finite temperatures cannot occur since this would
break the continuous spin symmetry, which is prohibited by
the Mermin–Wagner theorem.26 For calculations, however,
one should keep in mind that a transition to the antiferromag-
netic state is possible: Being bound to approximations, the
fluctuations responsible for destroying the long-range order
are not fully accounted for and the implications of the
Mermin–Wagner theorem are not applicable. In this section,
we study how the antiferromagnetic instability emerges
within our approach and how the transition temperature com-
pares with that obtained within the DMFT.

The calculations are performed for the 2D Hubbard model
at half-filling within the paramagnetic phase. In this publica-

∆ gIS

Gd

inner
loop

DMFT

∆new = ∆old + g−1Gd
locG

−1
loc

,γ(4)

Σd

G
−

1
d

=
G

−
1

0
,d

−
Σ

d

outer loop

FIG. 2. �Color online� Illustration of the dual fermion calcula-
tion procedure.
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tion, we restrict ourselves to the application of the single-site
dual fermion approach. As a prerequisite for a better under-
standing on how the corrections to the DMFT emerge, we
first briefly review the calculation procedure. Then, in order
to illustrate the method and to underline some of the impli-
cations from the susceptibility calculations, we first present
some results for single-particle properties obtained from
DMFT and DF calculations. Afterwards, explicit expressions
for the solution of the Bethe–Salpeter equation and the cal-
culation of susceptibilities are introduced. Then we discuss
the two-particle properties obtained using the ladder approxi-
mations to the 2PGF discussed in Sec. III. In order to com-
pare the DF and DMFT results, we transform the dual sus-
ceptibility to the corresponding result for the original lattice
fermions. The DF results are then contrasted to the corre-
sponding DMFT results for different values of the on-site
repulsion and different temperatures. We find considerable
corrections to the DMFT from our DF calculations, in par-
ticular, for large values of U.

A. Dual fermion calculations

Since the method is rather new, let us first briefly review
the calculation procedure. Additional information can be
found in Refs. 20 and 24. Each calculation is started with a
regular self-consistent DMFT calculation. This is achieved
by requiring the local part of the bare dual fermion propaga-
tor �i.e., no corrections to the dual self-energy are taken into
account as indicated by the crossed diagram in Fig. 2� to be
zero. We then calculate the vertex ��4�. This enables us to
calculate an approximation to the dual self-energy by sum-
ming up the first diagrams in the perturbation series expan-
sion. From this and the bare dual Green function, an approxi-
mation to the dual Green function Gd is obtained via Dyson’s
equation, which is subsequently used in the diagrams. This
inner loop is executed until self-consistency. This effectively
replaces the diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 by the correspond-
ing skeleton diagrams. In general, the first-order diagram is
now nonzero, in contrast to the DMFT result. From the con-
dition that this diagram should be zero, we construct a new
hybridization function, which serves as an input for the cal-
culation of a new local Green function and renormalized ver-
tex ��4� in the impurity solver step. We repeat this outer loop
until self-consistency is reached. The computational cost for
the calculations aside from DMFT is comparable to the
DMFT itself, whereby the calculation of the vertex is the
computationally most expensive part. We use the continuous-
time quantum Monte Carlo �MC� impurity solver27–29 for the
solution of the impurity problem and for the calculation of
the vertex.

B. Single-particle properties

In this section, we present some characteristic single-
particle properties to illustrate our approach. All calculations
have been performed for U=4 and 8. Note that the band-
width is W=8t=8.

To begin with, we present results for the local density of
states �see Fig. 3�. For U=4, we find qualitatively the same
behavior within the DMFT and DF calculations, with the
difference in the DF result being a suppression of the spectral
weight around the Fermi energy compared to DMFT. For this
value of U, the gap does not open; however, it should be
noted that in order to fully open a gap, e.g., within the dy-
namical cluster approximation �DCA�, requires large clusters
of the order of 64 sites.30,31 At U=8, however, we find a
drastic change in the local density of states when the dual
corrections are taken into account. We qualitatively observe
similar changes in a broad temperature range above the criti-
cal temperature. In the DF calculations, the spectral weight
around the Fermi level is strongly suppressed. This results in
a pseudogap, which persists up to higher temperatures. It is
believed to be caused by nonlocal spin fluctuations, which
are not present in the DMFT.

This further suggests that nonlocal corrections to the
DMFT self-energy become important in this parameter re-
gime. To underline this picture, we show the real and imagi-
nary parts of the k-dependent lattice self-energy on the first
Matsubara frequency. Within DMFT, this quantity is just a
constant, 
��T ,k�=
��T�. For the case of large on-site re-
pulsion, we find a strong renormalization of the bare disper-
sion law hk, as shown in Fig. 4. Also, the imaginary part of
the self-energy exhibits a strong k dependence �see Fig. 5�.
Qualitatively, similar features are found for higher tempera-
tures.

A quantity, which is directly accessible to experimental
observation via angular resolved photoemission spectros-
copy, is the single-particle spectral function A�k ,��. In Fig.
6, we show A�k ,�� for U=8 and �=4.5 obtained from the
DMFT and DF calculations, respectively. As expected from
the local density of states, the DMFT and DF spectral func-
tions are quite different. The most striking feature is the ab-
sence of a coherent peak at the Fermi level in the DF calcu-
lations. Our DF spectral function resembles the characteristic
features of the one given in Ref. 32 very well. In this work,
an approach based on Hubbard operators including spin-
fluctuation corrections to the self-energy has been used. The
self-energy was obtained from the self-consistent solution of
a two-site dynamical cluster problem and is thus computa-
tionally more involved than our single-site approach. In ad-
dition, it treats the local �i.e., nearest-neighbor� correlations
explicitly. This option is also present within the cluster for-
mulation of our approach.
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FIG. 3. Local density of states for the 2D
Hubbard model at half-filling obtained within
DMFT �dashed lines� and dual fermion calcula-
tions �solid lines� for U / t=4 �left� and U / t=8
�right� at inverse temperature �=4.5.
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Since obviously the DMFT insufficiently describes the
physics leading to the appearance of the pseudogap, one
might expect that the dynamical mean field, which describes
the influence of the surrounding sites in a mean-field manner,
does not accurately reflect the surrounding in the real system.
In such a case, the renormalization of the hybridization func-
tion 	�i�� �cf. Fig. 2� should become important. This can be
seen in Fig. 7, where we compare the Weiss field g0�i��
= �i�+�−	�i���−1 from the DMFT and DF calculations. For
U=4, the change is small and almost does not depend on
temperature. On the other hand, for U=8, we find a strong
renormalization, which significantly increases when the tem-
perature is lowered. This reflects the fact that the local sin-
glet formation prevails at low temperatures. Also, note that
the DMFT result hardly depends on temperature, in contrast
to the DF results.

C. Solution of the Bethe–Salpeter equation

In order to calculate the susceptibilities, we need to cal-
culate the reducible two-particle vertex by solving the
Bethe–Salpeter equation. Explicitly, the Bethe–Salpeter
equations in the singlet and triplet particle-hole channels �see
Fig. 8� are

�����
ph0,����q� = �����

��� −
1

�Nd �
����

�
k

�����
��� G��

d���k�G��+�
d�� �k

+ q�������
ph0,�����q� , �41�

�����
ph1,��̄�q� = �����

��̄ −
1

�Nd�
��

�
k

�����
��̄ G��

d�̄�k�G��+�
d� �k

+ q�������
ph1,��̄�q� . �42�

Here, � is the irreducible vertex and G�
d��k� denotes the fully

self-consistent nonlocal dual fermion propagator. To be com-
plete, we wrote the spin indices on the propagators. The cal-
culations, however, are carried out for the paramagnetic case,
i.e., Gd�=Gd�̄. Capital letters � denote the bosonic and small
letters fermionic Matsubara frequencies. N is the linear di-
mension of the lattice and d is the dimension. Due to the
ladder approximation, the resulting fully reducible vertex �
only depends on a single momentum q.

The Bethe–Salpeter equation is iteratively solved. A start-
ing guess for the fully reducible vertex �=��0� is inserted
into the equation and a new approximation ��1� is obtained.
This process is repeated until self-consistency. As a conver-
gence criterion, we require the difference between two suc-
cessive iterations to be smaller than some predetermined ac-
curacy �, i.e., ��n+1�−��n���. As a measure for the
deviation we use the entrywise norm A=�ij�aij�. In prin-
ciple, it is possible to solve the Bethe–Salpeter equation by
supermatrix inversion �which requires a decoupling of the
singlet channel into spin and charge channels�. However,
close to the instability, one would be faced with the intricate
task of inverting ill-conditioned matrices. When iterating the
equation, the instability is signaled by a decelerated conver-
gence. This is related to the fact that the leading eigenvalue
of the corresponding matrix tends to 1, so that more and
more diagrams in the ladder need to be taken into account in
order to obtain an accurate result. If one is not interested in
the susceptibility itself but only in the instability, this can be
circumvented by locating the instability by finding the pa-
rameters for which the leading eigenvalue of the BSE-related
eigenvalue problem becomes 1.

Note that the convolution of the two Green functions in
Eqs. �41� and �42� involves a sum over n=Nd k vectors for
each value of q and thus of the order of O�n2� arithmetic
operations. This becomes tedious already for relatively small
lattice sizes. It is then possible to reduce the order down to
O�n log n� by performing a so-called fast convolution using
fast Fourier transforms. The convolution is simultaneously

FIG. 4. �Color online� Contour plot of the real
part of the lattice self-energy on the first Matsub-
ara frequency R
��=�T ,k� �centered at the �
point� for U / t=4 �left� and U / t=8 �right�, calcu-
lated on a grid of 256�256 k-points at inverse
temperature �=3.5.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Contour plot of the
imaginary part of the lattice self-energy I
��
=�T ,k� �centered at the � point� for U / t=4 �left�
and U / t=8 �right� at inverse temperature �=3.5.
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calculated for all vectors q and stored in memory. It is also
used for the calculation of the susceptibilities �see below�.
Efficient transforms are provided by standard packages.33

Once we have found a converged solution for the two-
particle vertex �, we are able to calculate nonlocal suscepti-
bilities. For the paramagnetic case, we have

�SzSz���,q� = 1
2 ��n↑n↑� − �n↑n↓����,q� , �43�

where �n�n����� ,q�=�0
����� ,q�+������ ,q�. This is valid

for lattice and dual fermions. For the dual fermions, the first
term is given by the bubble diagram �dual susceptibilities are
marked by the tilde�

�̃0
�����,q� = −

1

�Nd�
�

�
k

G�
d��k�G�+�

d�� �k + q� , �44�

while the nontrivial part of the susceptibility, cf. Fig. 9, is
given by

�̃�����,q� =
1

�2N2d �
���

�
kk�

�����
ph0,����q�G�

d��k�G�+�
d� �k

+ q�G��
d���k��G��+�

d�� �k� + q� . �45�

For the other channel, the nontrivial part of the suscepti-
bilities �S�S�� is given by �c�

†c�̄c�̄
†c���� ,q�=�0

��̄+���̄. For
the dual fermions, this is obtained via

�̃��̄��,q� =
1

�2N2d �
���

�
kk�

�����
ph1,��̄�q�G�

d�̄�k�G�+�
d� �k

+ q�G��
d��k��G��+�

d�̄ �k� + q� . �46�

In order to be able to compare with known results, we
need to transform the dual susceptibility to the susceptibility
for the original fermions. According to Eq. �29�, this can be
achieved by first multiplying the vertex by four dual Green
function legs to obtain the dual two-particle Green function
and then multiplying by the functions L and R defined in
Eqs. �18� and �19�. In order to calculate the susceptibility

�SzSz��� ,q�, this merely amounts to calculate the suscepti-
bility according to Eqs. �43� and �45�, but with the dual
Green functions in Eq. �45� replaced by the modified propa-
gators

GL = �	�� − hk��−1g��
−1 G��

d ,

GR = G��
d g��

−1 �	�� − hk��−1 �47�

�these are identical for a diagonal basis� and the Green func-
tions in Eq. �44� by the lattice Green function.

The DMFT susceptibility can be straightforwardly ob-
tained since we already have the fully reducible vertex of the
local impurity problem, ��4�, at our disposal. From this, we
can obtain the corresponding vertex in the spin channel as
�s

�4�=�↑↑
�4�−�↑↓

�4�. The irreducible vertex of the impurity prob-
lem is then obtained by matrix inversion using the standard
relation

��s����
�4� �−1 = ��s����

ir �−1 − ���
0 ����, �48�

where ���
0 =− 1

�G�
D,locG�+�

D,loc and G�
D,loc=�kG�

D�k� is the local
DMFT Green function. The vertex is obtained by iterating
the BSE

�����
s �q� = �s����

ir −
1

�Nd�
��

�
k

�s����
ir G��

D �k�G��+�
D �k

+ q�������
s �q� , �49�

where GD is the DMFT lattice Green function, as before. The
susceptibility itself is obtained using equations similar to
Eqs. �44� and �46� with the vertex and Green functions re-
placed by the appropriate DMFT quantities.

D. Two-particle properties

Now, we turn to the two-particle properties. In order to
illustrate the statement that two-particle excitations are the
same for real and dual fermions, we first consider the dual
susceptibility, Eq. �45�. In Fig. 10, we show the results for

FIG. 6. Spectral function for the 2D Hubbard
model at half-filling obtained within DMFT �left�
and DF �right� calculations for U / t=8 at inverse
temperature �=4.5. From bottom to top, the
curves are plotted along the high-symmetry lines
�→X→M→�. The high-symmetry points X
and M are marked by dashed lines.
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) FIG. 7. �Color online� Comparison of the

DMFT Weiss field g0�i��= �i�+�−	�i���−1 and
its modification after a fully self-consistent dual
fermion �DF� calculation, for U / t=4 �left� and
U / t=8 �right�. The dashed curves correspond to
the inverse temperature �=3.5 and the solid
curves to �=4.5.
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the nontrivial part �̃zz of the dual susceptibility as a function
of temperature for U=4 and different k points. This calcula-
tion was performed for an 8�8 lattice. The susceptibility
diverges at the wave vector �� ,��, which indicates a transi-
tion to the antiferromagnetic ordered state, while at the other
k points it does not show any indication for a divergence.
The susceptibility of the lattice fermions diverges at the same
temperature, as expected. We would like to note that the dual
bubble diagram, Eq. �44�, can be negative so that the dual
susceptibility �̃0+ �̃ becomes negative at high temperatures.
This is due to the fact that the spectrum of the dual Green
function need not be positive semidefinite, which follows
from the fact that its local part exactly vanishes. Indeed,
since the dual fermions represent the nonlocal part of the
lattice fermions, they are no physical particles. However, this
does not affect the lattice susceptibility as shown below and
we did not encounter any nonanalyticity problems in all our
calculations.

In the paramagnetic case, the relation 1
2 ��S+S−�+ �S−S+��

=2�SzSz� holds. We find that this relation is very well ful-
filled within our calculations. It follows from the invariance
under rotations in spin space and it can be generally proven34

that �−
ª�����

ph0 −����̄�̄
ph0 �which describes the interactions of

the particle-hole pair in the triplet state with spin projection
�z=0� is equal to �ph1 �which corresponds to the spin pro-
jections �z= �1, depending on the sign of ��. This identity
is readily shown to be preserved by the BSE equtions �41�
and �42� given that ���̄�̄�=�����−����̄�̄ holds, which is ful-
filled in our calculations up to a small numerical error.

Using the definition of ��4�, Eq. �11�, one finds that this
small numerical difference can be traced back to the error
due to MC averaging of the two-particle Green function: In

each MC measurement, one measures a quantity G̃12, which
corresponds to the contribution of the particular configura-
tion to Green’s function �for details, see Refs. 27–29�. The

Green function G12= �G̃12� is obtained as the MC average of
this quantity. Similarly, using Wick’s theorem, the two-

particle Green function �1234
������ is obtained as �G̃12

� G̃34
���

−�����G̃14
� G̃32

� �. Thus, one has �1234
��̄�̄�=−�G̃14

� G̃32
�̄ � and

�1234
���� − �1234

���̄�̄ = ��G̃12
� G̃34

� � − �G̃14
� G̃32

� �� − �G̃12
� G̃34

�̄ � .

Since the quantities G̃12 for different spins can differ even for
paramagnetic systems, the above quantities can only be equal
within the MC error.

In Fig. 11, we show the real space dependence of the
spin-spin susceptibility for the 8�8 lattice. At lower tem-
peratures, the correlations quickly decay as a function of
distance, although the antiferromagnetic character is clearly
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FIG. 8. The Bethe–Salpeter equation in three different channels.
In the calculations, we considered the equations for the particle-hole
channel.
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FIG. 9. Diagrams for the susceptibilities in two different
particle-hole channels.
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The divergence at q= �� ,�� indicates the antiferromagnetic
instability.

FIG. 11. �Color online� The antiferromagnetic correlations visu-
alized in real space for �=4.25 and �=4.5. At temperatures close to
the transition, the correlations become essentially independent of
distance.
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visible. At lower temperatures close to the transition, the
correlation length approaches the lattice size, and the suscep-
tibility becomes essentially constant as a function of dis-
tance.

In Fig. 12, we illustrate the k dependence of the suscep-
tibility �SzSz���=0,k�. For low temperatures, the suscepti-
bility appears to be delocalized in k space, which lead to the
fast decaying correlations as a function of distance. How-
ever, even for the highest temperature, the maximum is lo-
cated at k= �� ,��, which exposes the tendency to antiferro-
magnetism. For low temperatures, the susceptibility becomes
strongly peaked in the �� ,�� direction.

As far as the single-particle properties are concerned, our
approach has proven to give physically correct results. How-
ever, since the calculation of the susceptibilities relies on an
additional approximation, namely, that we take the bare in-
teraction of the dual fermions, ��4�, as an approximation for
the irreducible vertex, we need to demonstrate that the ap-
proach still yields sensible results for the two-particle prop-
erties.

A stringent test for this approximation is whether the re-
sults are still an improvement compared to the DMFT. In
Figs. 13 and 14, we therefore plot the inverse antiferromag-
netic susceptibility �AF= �SzSz� (�=0 ,k= �� ,��) as a func-
tion of temperature. The critical temperature is given by the
point to which the corresponding curve extrapolates to zero.
Note that the exact solution is expected to have a Néel tem-
perature TN=0. One might expect that since the DF and
DMFT results are rather similar for U=4, this also applies
for the susceptibility. Still, we find that the DMFT result is
systematically below the DF result, and the DF critical tem-
perature is correspondingly lower than in the DMFT. This
can be interpreted as an effect of the nonlocal spin fluctua-
tions, which are not accounted for in the DMFT and which
suppress the critical temperature. In order to understand the
scaling behavior, one should recognize that unlike the DCA,
which essentially is an expansion in 1 /Nc �Nc is the cluster-
size� and hence becomes formally exact in the limit of infi-
nite clusters,35,36 our approach does not become exact in the
limit of infinite lattice sizes. Thus, we cannot reproduce the
scaling behavior as observed in DCA calculations.37 This is
due to the termination of the perturbation series. On the other
hand, our approach becomes formally exact if all diagrams
are considered in the limit of infinite lattice sizes. Since we

sum a perturbation series for auxiliary fermions, an a priori
statement which diagrams include what kind of physics in
terms of the lattice fermions is not possible. However, we
find that the approach is essentially converged for lattices
larger than 16�16, setting a scale for the range of the fluc-
tuations included. We expect this scaling to be more signifi-
cant if either the number of diagrams considered is increased,
or the starting point is improved, i.e., the dual fermion cal-
culation is performed on top of a, e.g., 2�2 cluster-DMFT
calculation.

The inset of Fig. 13 compares the antiferromagnetic sus-
ceptibility obtained from a fully self-consistent DF calcula-
tion �dashed line, with diamonds� to that obtained from the
first iteration of the outer loop, i.e., just one inner loop as
shown in Fig. 2 has been performed. The hybridization is
thus the one obtained from DMFT. One sees that the fully
converged DF result has a slightly larger critical temperature
than the intermediate result. We have observed this tendency
in all our calculations. We attribute this to the renormaliza-
tion of the hybridization as compared to DMFT, which pro-
nounces the effect of the local singlet formation and thus
favors antiferromagnetism.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Momentum depen-
dence of the static susceptibility �centered at the
M point� for U=4 and different temperatures cal-
culated on a 256�256 lattice. Top row from left
to right: �=0.5, �=1.0, and �=3.0. Bottom row:
�=4.0, �=4.5, and �=4.65.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Inverse of the antiferromagnetic suscep-
tibility �AF= �SzSz� (�=0,q= �� ,��) as a function of temperature
as obtained from DMFT and within the dual fermion approach for
U=4 and different lattice sizes. Here, e.g., the label 64�64 indi-
cates the number of k points used in the Brillouin zone integration.
The inset compares the fully self-consistent DF result �dashed line�
with the one obtained from the first iteration of the outer loop �solid
line� shown in Fig. 2.
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In Fig. 14, we show the temperature scaling of the inverse
susceptibility for U=8. Here, we find that almost no scaling
with the lattice size is visible. This can be attributed to the
fact that the physics of singlet formation prevails in this pa-
rameter regime and this is what is primarily mediated by the
first diagram in the perturbation expansion. This is consistent
with the fact that the transition temperature is higher com-
pared to U=4. We thus expect a considerable reduction of
the transition temperature when the local singlet formation is
treated explicitly within the cluster extension of our ap-
proach. However, the fluctuations are still taken into account
and lead to a suppression of the critical temperature, which is
somewhat more pronounced than for U=4.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, we have proposed a scheme to calculate the
two-particle Green function within the dual fermion frame-
work. This enables us to study two-particle interactions in

strongly correlated systems where nonlocal correlations can-
not be neglected. We formulated the Bethe–Salpeter equa-
tions for the full vertex in the particle-particle and particle-
hole channels and proposed an approximation for practical
calculations. A possible extension of this scheme has been
proposed, which allows the application to superconductivity
while taking also the antiferromagnetic fluctuations into ac-
count. We have established an exact relation between the
two-particle Green functions in dual and original variables,
which ensures that two-particle excitations of real and dual
variables are identical. The identity was used to transform
the dual susceptibility to the one of the original fermions.
Within our proposed approximation, we have applied the
scheme to the 2D Hubbard model at half-filling in the para-
magnetic phase. We find strong modifications of the single-
particle properties in our dual fermion calculations compared
to the DMFT. This is encouraging given that our calculations
were performed within the single-site formalism. Concerning
the two-particle properties, we also found an improvement
compared to the DMFT. The critical temperature is sup-
pressed due to the incorporation of the nonlocal spin fluctua-
tions, thus showing that this approximation goes well beyond
the conventional DMFT scheme for calculating the two-
particle Green function. We expect a further improvement of
the results by the cluster formulation of our approach, which
explicitly takes the local singlet formation into account.
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